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Details of Visit:

Author: vicstar
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 2 Aug 2014 14:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Katie B
Phone: 07987666345

The Premises:

Saw Katie in her flat in the Longbridge /Northfield area. Looked to be plenty of parking available but
I came by public transport as not too far from the cross-city train line.
Flat was accessed by intercom/buzzer and felt discreet enough. Clean inside with minimal furniture.
Shower was available, but I had showered just before leaving home. Katie commented I smelt nice
which was reassuring.
Only a single bed in the room which at first I thought odd, but it sort of added to the intimacy.
Was offered a soft drink.

The Lady:

I found Katie physically very appealing. Tall, blonde, slim. Obviously keeps herself fit. I am sure are
genuine pictures on the profile page but as the cliché goes “looks so much better in real life”. Mid to
late 20s I would say. Looked a little bit like Sian off the Channel 5 weather forecast, a compliment!

The Story:

After a couple of unsuccessful sexual experiences with my ex and the last escort I saw, I arrived at
Katie’s door slightly nervous. She did her absolute best to relax me (hugs, kisses, gentle touch etc
also quite chatty) which seemed natural and genuine.
Nice massage, not overly intimate, took care around my shoulders as I had told her had tight
muscle there.
Flipped me over and took off her negligée. Lovely boobs, shaved pussy, no tattoos (that I noticed)
From there I opted for covered oral before Katie climbed on top and took me to a much needed very
strong orgasm.
Far from being kicked out we finished with a relaxing massage and possibly went just over the half
hour booking.
I might be wrong but felt Katie was definitely a GFE girl and not a PSE. Or maybe she can do both
and just saw what I needed.
Left for home in a weird combination of walking on air but with legs like jelly... Best experience for a
good few years, prompting me to write a review for once rather than just reading other peoples.
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